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It Takes
A Village



AN OVERVIEW 
OF THE 

RESEARCH

We conducted a mixed method (qualitative and 
quantitative) study to understand the social networking 
habits of Indian mothers navigating the world of baby 
care.

WHAT WE DID
WHAT WE COLLECTED2

4

WHAT WE RECOMMEND

WHAT WE FOUND

3
1. Build for mobile-first experiences.

2. Lead with expert knowledge.

3. Rethink brand positioning based 
on early motherhood milestones.

4. Leverage personas to rethink 
your business strategies.

1. “New” mothers face no dearth of online and 
offline sources of information on babycare. 
These sources nicely co-exist with one another 
because mothers view them as serving 
different purposes.

2. Mothers rely on different information and 
support networks depending on where they 
are in their early motherhood journey. At every 
touchpoint, these factors influence what they 
buy.

3. We uncovered four different types of mothers 
who share behaviors, traits and similar 
experiences across their early motherhood 
journey. We call them the Seekers, Curators, 
Guides and Mavericks.
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● 6 audio interviews

● 10 audio testimonials

● 10 Live Chats

● 28 photographs

● 24 survey responses
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The babycare and mothercare is industry is rapidly expanding online in India as the internet has democratized 
the process of setting up a business. According to Data Bridge Market Research, the Indian babycare market is 
forecasted to grow at a rate of 16.90% from 2020-2027, on account of rising penetration of e-commerce as well 
as the increasing foray of innovative products.

This market is primarily segmented on the basis of product, category and distribution channel. The current 
market scenario in India is highly competitive, with the presence of numerous local and regional brands, like 
Procter & Gamble and Nestle, among the key product differentiators. With the unprecedented growth of the 
Indian organic market, new brands like Baby Amore have also risen to prominence.

Understanding how mothers make decisions around babycare will shape how brands position their products, 
innovate in their categories and leverage online platforms to build brand trust. 

IT TAKES A VILLAGE
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INTRODUCTION

https://www.databridgemarketresearch.com/reports/india-baby-care-products-market


So we asked, 
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● How do urban Indian mothers know what to do when it comes to taking care 
of their young ones? 

● What are the different ways in which mothers acquire knowledge about 
caring for their young children? 

● What information networks do mothers value most when  it comes to 
babycare?

● What factors influence the products mothers purchase? 

WHAT WE ASKED

IT TAKES A VILLAGE



Photographs

28

Audio
Testimonials

10

Survey 
Responses

24

Audio
Interviews

6

Live Chat
Sessions

10
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We screened for 10 “new” 
mothers with children under 
the age of 3 years from a 
sample size of 24 participants. 

We used a combination of 
surveys, digital diaries and 
interviews over a two-week 
period to understand their 
everyday experiences around 
being a mother.

WHAT WE COLLECTED

IT TAKES A VILLAGE
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INFORMATION 
NETWORKS

EARLY MOTHERHOOD 
MILESTONES

FOUR SUPERMOM 
PERSONAS

WHAT WE COLLECTED: CATEGORIZED INTO 3 THEMES

1 2 3

IT TAKES A VILLAGE



INFORMATION 
NETWORKS
New mothers use a combination of WhatsApp chat, “urgent” 
phone calls, online forums and passive researching to gain 
knowledge about babycare. 
 

THEME 1

06
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50%
said they would
read an online 
article  about the 
issue

50%
said they would first
ask someone: family,  

friends or online 
forums

70%
Extra help around the house  
(nanny, maid, etc.)

10%
A job

10%
To socialize

10%
Parenting tips

WE ASKED MOTHERS WHAT 
THEIR MOST URGENT  NEED 
WAS. AND THEY SAID -

Mothers equally relied on their support networks and online research to get answers to 
pressing questions about their child’s needs.

THEME 1 - INFORMATION NETWORKS

IT TAKES A VILLAGE
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80% of the mothers in our study 
confirmed that their primary 
mode of communication with  
family/friends is through 
WhatsApp chat. 

/ chat

STATS BEAT

MOBILE CHAT RULES 
THE ROOST.

20%

80%

Primary mode of 
communication is through 

Whatsapp chat.

Primary mode of 
communication is through 

phone calls.

THEME 1 - INFORMATION NETWORKS

The remaining 20% rely on 
phone calls.

IT TAKES A VILLAGE



What do you find most helpful about 
your Whatsapp group?

If I have a question, I'll definitely reach 
out to the mommy group. They are 
very resourceful. In fact I wanted to 
order something for someone, and I 
asked and I got an answer. So it was 
like, wow. Because they are all 
different people, close to home and 
further away from where I stay. So I 
can ask and viola! There is an answer 
always. 

There are few mommies I’m close 
to on Whatsapp and sometimes if 
there are specific more detailed 
information I might call one of 
them. There are 7 mommies on this 
close mommy friends group. We 
have become quite close.

www.poocho.co 09

PERSONAL WHATSAPP 
GROUPS ARE “INSTANT” 
RESOURCES.

Mothers with babies younger 
than 6 months relied more heavily 
on WhatsApp groups/ chat to get 
instant responses.

/ chat

THEME 1 - INFORMATION NETWORKS

CHAT BEATIT TAKES A VILLAGE



What do you find helpful about your doctor’s 
Whatsapp group?

Discussion about food for 6 
months old… pics of children… 
especially the food option given 
to different month child… like for 
6 month which fruit is good… 
what we can give to 8 month old.

An example of something I’ve 
asked - “Hi everyone, I have just 
started solids for my 6 month old. 
For the first four days he seems to 
have enjoyed the first couple of 
bites of pureed dal and rice 
khichdi. But my question is the 
quantity of intake has not 
increased. He barely has half a 
tablespoon and he is done. Is he 
bored? Should i give something 
else?”                      

www.poocho.co 10

/ chat

THEME 1 - INFORMATION NETWORKS

DOCTOR-LED WHATSAPP 
GROUPS ARE A CRITICAL 
SOURCE OF 
INFORMATION.

Some mothers also confirmed 
participating in their doctor-led 
WhatsApp groups when they 
were pregnant with the same 
aim of getting instant feedback.

CHAT BEATIT TAKES A VILLAGE



Do you find Doctor led Whatsapp groups to be 
helpful?

There is a group of moms. They have 
suggested various ways. U get solution 
for almost all the queries. Either by Dr. 
or by experienced moms. That's a 
trusted group. My Dr. herself is there 
and if anything used to get incorrect, 
she used to give the correct 
suggestion.

There is a sense that we 
are all in it together. Like 
a community in 
sleeplessness and in 
rocking the baby to 
sleepness 😂
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DOCTOR-LED WHATSAPP 
GROUPS TAKE CARE OF 
HYPER-LOCAL NEEDS.

Members in these groups are 
likely to belong to the same 
city/doctor network. 
Recommendations on this group 
included localized solutions and 
names of local babycare vendors 
(or stores) that many mothers 
appreciated.

/ chat

THEME 1 - INFORMATION NETWORKS

CHAT BEATIT TAKES A VILLAGE
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The ease of accessing online 
resources has made it easier for 
women  to empower themselves 
to make informed decisions about  
their child’s wellbeing.

Women are likely to encourage 
their friends-who-are-moms to 
join the same online forum if they 
like it. 

MOTHERS SELF-EDUCATE 
ONLINE.

 of new mothers confirmed that
they participate in online discussion groups.

50%
/ online activity

THEME 1 - INFORMATION NETWORKS

STATS BEATIT TAKES A VILLAGE



Especially after the child crosses 6 
months, we found mothers were 
more comfortable experimenting 
with brands online. 

In this context, online reviews 
became important in their 
decision making process. 

www.poocho.co 13

MOTHERS PAY 
ATTENTION TO ONLINE 
REVIEWS. 

Finding information through online searches is a big part of how new mothers educate 
themselves on babycare. / online activity

THEME 1 - INFORMATION NETWORKS

Have you looked up anything related to your baby today? 
shopping/ parenting/ anything?

Did you find what your were looking for?

Do you care for reviews when you select or are you looking 
for other things?

Yeh shopping. FirstCry

No still selecting

Yes

I do see everything

Reviews as well

CHAT BEATIT TAKES A VILLAGE
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Mothers are likely to have favorite 
channels/instructors on YouTube 
that they repeatedly leverage for 
new information.

Other online sources of information 
include:

● Blogs, especially those that 
covered baby milestones

● “Googling” something
● Facebook forums 
● Impersonal WhatsApp 

groups advertised through 
Facebook forums

YOUTUBE IS A POPULAR 
PLATFORM FOR 
SELF-EDUCATION. 

/ online activity

THEME 1 - INFORMATION NETWORKS

Have you asked anybody (family/ friends/ doctors etc) 
about ways of breastfeeding, how to deal with milk 
supply etc?

At the hospital we had prenatal classes where they guided 
us on different feeding positions and when to use what 
position… And also they told us how to feed from each side 
and for how much time

But YouTube videos also helped… I forgot the channel 
name but i can see later… her name is vidya… She was very 
good and said exactly what the hospital told us

CHAT BEATIT TAKES A VILLAGE
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New mothers are uncertain and 
cautious especially in the early 
months of their newborn’s life. 

They want step-by-step 
instructions on everything so that 
they get it right from the start. 
This is the primary reason for the 
popularity of YouTube amongst 
“new” mothers. 

YOUTUBE’S POPULARITY 
WITH MOTHERS IS 
BECAUSE OF ITS VISUAL 
INSTRUCTIONS. 

(Translated) Searching on youtube… looking things 
up… I watch it for my knowledge… also like it 
because the procedure of everything is available… 
along with the video… for example how to make 
cerelac at home… how to do it… the entire procedure 
is there… they show how to make it… how much 
should be the quantity… ingredients used...

Click here to hear about one participant’s experience using YouTube.
/ online activity

THEME 1 - INFORMATION NETWORKS

AUDIO BEATIT TAKES A VILLAGE

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HZwj5qglOcimgyaA9bQDO3jIK4xLaX-E/view?usp=sharing
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Women in the family play a big 
role in offering support and 
advice to new mothers.

Interaction with female elders is 
likely in the order of: 

1. Mother-in-law
2. Mother
3. Grandmother
4. Sister/cousin with kids.

FEMALE ELDERS ARE THE 
FIRST POINT OF CONTACT 
FOR A NEW MOTHER.

20%

80%

80% of mothers had live-in help from an elder female family member during the 
first few months of delivery.

/ female elders

THEME 1 - INFORMATION NETWORKS

STATS BEATIT TAKES A VILLAGE



Do you often share news about 
your baby with them?

Only with my mother and my sister.

Why did you switch from 
Johnson to Himalaya?

I have seen most people using that 
only. Johnson has issues that was 
there in the media as well. Also 
heard that Johnson also causes 
allergies in kids. My sister who have 
kids are also using Himalaya. And I 
also think that it is more natural.

www.poocho.co 17

IF NOT FACE-TO-FACE, 
MOTHERS CALL OR CHAT 
WITH FEMALE ELDERS ON 
A REGULAR BASIS.

Urban Indian mothers continue 
to value insights given by female 
elders in their family. This is 
especially true if the latter were 
physically present during the first 
few months of delivery. 

/ female elders

THEME 1 - INFORMATION NETWORKS

CHAT BEAT

How did you know what to do when your 
child was born? 

(translated) Till three months, the baby needs a lot of care so 
my mother was also here. My mother, my mom in law, and I 
have my chachi, she is very very knowledgeable. If I have any 
doubt, I call her. Like my baby used to vomit a lot. I used to ask 
my chachi and she would advice me. My mother in law also 
helped with how to make the baby sleep, and how to bathe my 
baby. I even called my sister. Now my baby is 7 months so now I 
know all these basics.

IT TAKES A VILLAGE



We found that mothers’ spending habits varied according to 
three early motherhood milestones - 1. While still pregnant 2. 
While the child was less than 6 months old 3. After the child 
crossed the 6-month mark. 

EARLY 
MOTHERHOOD 
MILESTONES

THEME 2

18
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Mothers tended to choose stable, 
well-known brands at this stage of 
their pregnancy. This decision was 
partly a product of wanting to 
play it safe and partly about 
having limited market knowledge. 

Some of the popular brands mothers bought from while pregnant. 

THEME 2 - MOTHERHOOD MILESTONES

/ while still pregnant

STATS BEAT

Johnson

MeeMee
Avent

Figaro

Himalaya

MamaEarth

CuteSeal

Aveeno

Sebamed

IT TAKES A VILLAGE
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Image shared by a participant of a breastfeeding pillow she bought during her 
pregnancy.

Product purchases online and 
offline were based on “better to 
have it than not” justifications 
rather than responses to the actual 
lived experience of caring for a 
child.

THEME 2 - MOTHERHOOD MILESTONES

/ while still pregnant
When i was pregnant I was sure I wanted to breastfeed only, so I 
googled this pillow and then bought it online.

CHAT BEAT PHOTO BEATIT TAKES A VILLAGE
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So we went to FirstCry… the FirstCry outlet... he 
was not even born yet so you know... you know 
how it is... they sell it to you like, “Oh! It's the most 
superior quality”... So we just bought like a big stock 
of only Sebamed... no other product... In fact, the 
massage oil... it wasn't available at that outlet and so 
we ordered it… like you know...

Click here to hear one mother talk about her experience shopping while pregnant. 

Mothers we spoke to also 
admitted to buying more than 
they need while pregnant 
because they are absorbing 
generalized information from a 
range of sources. 

THEME 2 - MOTHERHOOD MILESTONES

/ while still pregnant

AUDIO BEATIT TAKES A VILLAGE

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DMLjt5XrxQ-NL8x4rcp2cHPlbSLs82AS/view?usp=sharing
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Mothers in India are likely to have 
support with childcare in the early 
months of their delivery. 

Consequently, almost all mothers 
we surveyed in this category 
cared least about baby services. 
They were, however, actively 
seeking help/advice around 
parenting, personal care and 
emotional support.

Women with children younger than 6 months old sought emotional support and 
parenting advice over baby services and products. 

25%

75%

Care least about baby services 
(nanny, daycare etc)

Care least about baby products

THEME 2 - MOTHERHOOD MILESTONES

/ less than six months 
after delivery

STATS BEATIT TAKES A VILLAGE
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Mothers are particularly conscious 
of quality, reliability and safety 
during the early months of their 
child’s life. We also noticed a 
preference for organic and 
localized products.

Image of a swaddle bought online, as shared by a participant. 

THEME 2 - MOTHERHOOD MILESTONES

/ less than six months 
after delivery

Honestly I went online and saw the swaddles and I bought it 
online only… A mix of bamboo fibre and cotton.

Then later I had a look at mom and mee but I 
didn’t like the swaddles out there

CHAT BEAT PHOTO BEATIT TAKES A VILLAGE
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As the baby grows and mothers 
go back to work/ take on more 
home responsibilities, their needs 
for baby services, baby products 
and personal care increases. 

Women with children over 6 months of age start are more likely to seek baby services and 
practice self-care than mothers with younger infants.

34%

50%

16%

Care least about emotional 
support

Care least about baby 
services (nanny, daycare 
etc)

Care least about personal 
care

THEME 2 - MOTHERHOOD MILESTONES

/ more than six 
months after delivery

STATS BEATIT TAKES A VILLAGE
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We found overwhelming evidence 
of mothers in this category 
visiting online 
websites/blogs/forums/communit
ies to gather more information, 
compare notes and read product 
reviews.

THEME 2 - MOTHERHOOD MILESTONES

/ less than six months 
after delivery

STATS BEAT

BabyCentre

WhatToExpect
MomJunction MomFunda

MomNMe

FirstCry

TheMommyNetwork

Healofy
YouTube

BabyAndBumpAmazon

IT TAKES A VILLAGE

Some of the popular brands mothers bought from less than six months 
after delivery.



Did you do any online shopping for your baby 
today?

I ordered a night suit which 
I didn’t like (on FirstCry) so 
just returning that! If you 
haven’t realised it by now, 
all my shopping is online. 
Haha.

Umm yes… ordered 
teething sticks… I was 
checking Insta stories and 
these sponsored ads pop 
in… so checked there.

www.poocho.co 26

At this stage, mothers are likely to 
be more adventurous with 
product choices. By this stage of 
her motherhood journey, a 
mother is more informed and 
confident, having a better handle 
on the needs of her baby. 

Online shopping serves mothers 
well because of the ease of 
experimental purchasing and 
returning.

FirstCry today… For sale 
below Rs. 999… So 
generally check out 
Amazon, FirstCry, 
HopScotch… the emails 
just come to my inbox.

THEME 2 - MOTHERHOOD MILESTONES

/ less than six months 
after delivery

CHAT BEATIT TAKES A VILLAGE



URGENCY OF NEED

KNOWLEDGE SOUGHT

EXAMPLES

WHILE STILL PREGNANT < 6 MONTHS OF DELIVERY

Momjunction, WhatsApp, BabyCenter,  
Whattoexpect, FirstCry, Amazon

WhatsApp, Facebook, BabyCenter,  Momjunction, 
Mom&Me (store), Healofy,  YouTube

WhatsApp, Facebook, BabyCenter,  
Momfunda, Babyandbump, FirstCry,  
Themommynetwork

> 6 MONTHS OF DELIVERY

BLOGS/PLATFORM

Targetted
She acts on advice or online information  that 
resonates with her. Likely to make  offline purchases if 
very unsure. Interested  in reliability, safety, quality 
but also  natural, organic, localized, traditional  
products and solutions.

needs are

sometimes critical
needs are

critical

Exploratory
She has a better handle on the particular  needs of 
her baby. She has read more,  heard more. 
Interested in “better” and  different products now 
that she’s more  informed. Likely to buy more 
online  because of more choices available.

Exploratory
Will probably buy more than she needs  because 
she’s taking in generic information  from a range of 
sources. Likely to make  offline purchases if very 
unsure.

• Groups for active support like  
breastfeeding

• Groups for critical information

• DIY videos

• Apps for information and milestones • Groups for general information
• Groups for socializing

• Groups to give advice

less critical
needs than the previouse stage

• Himalaya
• Sebamed

• Aveeno

• Figaro

• Himalaya
• MamaEarth

• Cute Seal

Not brand conscious yet

TYPES OF ONLINE

CONSUMER

EXAMPLES

BEHAVIOR

BRAND
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We mapped social networking habits, product needs and 
motherhood milestones on to four distinct personas that speak 
to the uniqueness of one’s journey through early motherhood. 

FOUR 
SUPERMOM 
PERSONAS

THEME 3

28
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SEEKER CURATOR

GUIDE MAVERICK

IT TAKES A VILLAGE
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SEEKERPREGNANCY MILESTONE
Child’s age  

0-6 months

Live examples

Anyone know a paediatrician in Kondhwa?

Why isn’t my baby latching?

Priorities

Questions could be critical so she’s looking for 
instant feedback.

PERSON & PERSONALITY
Type

Outgoing. This SuperMom  has a large 
network of real-life and online friends.

How she feels

Her baby is very young so she is nervous, 
unsure and has a lot of questions.

SOCIAL SUPPORT

Product needs

Looking for local resources/ solutions so likely 
to pose her questions on WhatsApp first. If 

not satisfied, will then use online resources to 
find answers.

Networking

Has a lively presence online and offline. She 
was already active on multiple WhatsApp 

groups from before having a child. Now she is 
also a member of many Facebook groups of 

mothers.

Intensity

She is constantly reaching out to family 
friends, and online forums for support and 

practical tips. She is comfortable sharing her 
emotions in a forum.

THEME 3 - FOUR SUPERMOM PERSONAS

IT TAKES A VILLAGE
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PREGNANCY MILESTONE
Child’s age  

Older than 6 months

Live examples

When do i start potty training?

Should i feed my baby nuts?

Priorities

Questions aren’t necessarily critical but they 
need to be addressed.

PERSON & PERSONALITY
Type

Cliqueish. Her support network is medium 
sized and largely made up of people she 
personally knows.

How she feels

Her baby has passed the most critical survival 
milestone. She is more confident of seeking 
and finding answers.

SOCIAL SUPPORT

Product needs

Looking for a broad range of solutions that 
she can pick from. She is likely to combine 

information she receives first- hand with her 
own research.

Networking

She already belongs to a handful of personal 
WhatsApp groups. She selectively 

participates in online discussions depending 
on her familiarity with the group.

Intensity

More active on her personal WhatsApp 
groups. In generic groups, She is likely to be 

an “aborber” of information so keeps such 
groups on “mute” and checks information at 

her emotions with strangers.

THEME 3 - FOUR SUPERMOM PERSONAS

CURATOR

IT TAKES A VILLAGE
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PREGNANCY MILESTONE
Child’s age  

0-3 years old. LIkely to have an older child.

Live examples

I understand. I have been through it.

Use coconut oil for rashes.

Priorities

Her needs and questions are not critical

PERSON & PERSONALITY
Type

Patient and attentive. She’s been there, done 
that and likes to share her knowledge.

How she feels

She is more “settled” and has probably gone 
back to work, or is generally more confident 
about raising a young child.

SOCIAL SUPPORT

Product needs

She is interested in alternative solutions, new 
products, different brands than what she 

already knows about.

Networking

Her online presence is likely to be restricted to 
her personal network, her doctor’s network, 

and perhaps a tried-and-tested online forum 
or two.

Intensity

Unless she has a question to ask, she is likely 
to put WhatsApp groups on “mute” till she 
gets time to respond. Does not have much 

time to do online research either.

THEME 3 - FOUR SUPERMOM PERSONAS

GUIDE

IT TAKES A VILLAGE
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PREGNANCY MILESTONE
Child’s age  

0-1 years old.

Live examples

How do i use a swaddle?

Why isn’t my baby latching?

Priorities

Questions could be critical so she’s looking for 
instant feedback.

PERSON & PERSONALITY
Type

Introverted. Tends to internalise her feelings.

How she feels

Her baby is very young so she is nervous, 
unsure and has a lot of questions.

SOCIAL SUPPORT

Product needs

Prioritizes home remedies - solutions that are 
time-tested and accessible. She is not into 

fads but informed decision-making.

Networking

Her support network is largely comprised of 
female elders in her family, close friends, and 

domestic help for childcare. She rarely 
participates in online forums or doctor-led 

WhatsApp groups

Intensity

More active on her personal WhatsApp 
groups. In generic groups, She is likely to be 

an “aborber” of information so keeps such 
groups on “mute” and checks information at 

her emotions with strangers.

THEME 3 - FOUR SUPERMOM PERSONAS

MAVERICK

IT TAKES A VILLAGE



We uncovered four different types of 
mothers who share behaviors, traits 
and similar experiences across their 
early motherhood journey. We call 
them the Seekers, Curators, Guides 

and Mavericks.
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KEY INSIGHTS

Mothers rely on different information 
and support networks depending on 

where they are in their early 
motherhood journey. At every 

touchpoint, these factors influence 
what they buy.

“New” mothers face no dearth of 
online and offline sources of 

information on babycare. These 
sources nicely co-exist with one 

another because mothers view them 
as serving different purposes. 

NO ONE SIZE
FITS ALL.

WHAT MOTHERS BUY REFLECTS 
THEIR “NEWNESS” TO MOTHERHOOD.

MOTHERS ARE STEEPED IN 
INFORMATION OVERLOAD.

IT TAKES A VILLAGE



RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR BABY PRODUCT BRANDS

34
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Mothers use their phones 100% of the time to find/share 
information on babycare. Chatting is a convenient and instant 
way of getting feedback. 

We hypothesize that mobile-friendly and mobile-first 
experiences are key to targeting this demographic.
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Build for mobile-first 
experiences.

#mobile #babycare #chat 

1/

WHAT WE RECOMMEND

IT TAKES A VILLAGE



Lead with expert 
knowledge.
Mothers in our study leveraged their doctor-led WhatsApp 
groups because of their baked-in credibility. This is particularly 
critical for mothers who have newborns under the age of 6 
months. Mothers on other types of information platforms 
consistently cross-referenced information before taking action. 

Consequently, we suggest that expert-led advice and resources 
should be a cornerstone of a brand’s interaction with mothers as 
they are actively seeking validated sources of information.
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#expertknowledge #trust #safety

2/

WHAT WE RECOMMEND

IT TAKES A VILLAGE



Mothers’ choices of products and brands reflects particular 
milestones in their journey into motherhood. 

Reorganize products into categories that reflect a mother’s 
journey in addition to (instead of?) baby product taxonomies. 
These milestones justify when a mother picks a household-name 
brand versus a new organic label brand. 
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Rethink product positioning 
based on early motherhood 
milestones.

#consumerproducts #branding #marketing

WHAT WE RECOMMEND

3/

IT TAKES A VILLAGE



We learned that mothers’ purchasing habits, networking 
preferences and motherhood milestones could be mapped on to 
four distinct personas. 

Understanding the size of your customer base in terms of 
personas can result in more targeted marketing, support and 
sales initiatives in the short and long run. 
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Leverage personas to rethink 
your business strategy.

#personas #business strategy #marketsegmentation

4/

WHAT WE RECOMMEND
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- India baby care products market- industry trends and forecast to 2027
(Data Bridge Market Research 2019)
https://www.databridgemarketresearch.com/reports/india-baby-care-products-market

- 4 way that new babies influence consumer behaviour
(Verto 2017 )
https://vertoanalytics.com/4-ways-babies-influence-consumer-behavior/

- Emerging market for natural baby care products
(Franchise India Wellness 2019)
https://www.franchiseindia.com/wellness/emerging-market-for-natural-baby-care-products.13278
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READ MORE IN THE NEWS.

IT TAKES A VILLAGE

https://www.databridgemarketresearch.com/reports/india-baby-care-products-market
https://vertoanalytics.com/4-ways-babies-influence-consumer-behavior/
https://www.franchiseindia.com/wellness/emerging-market-for-natural-baby-care-products.13278
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Understanding how urban Indian 
mothers navigate the world of babycare.


